Novel methodology for the archiving and interactive reading of clinical magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging.
Archiving clinical magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) data and presenting the data to specialists (e.g., neuroradiologists, neurosurgeons, neurologists, neuro-oncologists, and MR scientists) who work in different physical locations is a practical problem of significance. This communication describes a novel solution. The study hypothesis was that it is possible to use widely available distributed computing techniques to create a clinical MRSI user interface addressable from any personal computer with a suitable network connection. A worldwide web MRSI archive and interface system was created that permits the user to interactively view individual MRSI voxel spectra with correlation to MR images and to parametric spectroscopic images. Web browser software (i.e., Netscape and Internet Explorer) permits users in various physical locations to access centrally archived MRSI data using a variety of operating systems and client workstations. The system was used for archiving and displaying more than 1000 clinical MRSI studies performed at the authors' institution. The system also permits MRSI data to be viewed via the Internet from distant locations worldwide. The study illustrates that widely available software operating within highly distributed electronic networks can be used for archiving and interactive reading of large amounts of clinical MRSI data.